Cloud Migration & Operation
Accelerate with Confidence
with Confidence
Maintain
Change Control and Awareness Across
Hybrid Cloud Environments
Cloud migration is far from easy. It can take years to shift or refactor existing
applications. Fully leveraging the cloud means shifts to dynamic configurations, rapid
changes and highly automated operations. A successful transition to the cloud involves
re-engineering delivery and operations processes, developing new skills, and adopting a
new culture.
Throughout the entire transition, organizations require accurate knowledge of the existing
systems and environments. New types of controls need to be implemented, replacing
traditional ITSM processes that become irrelevant in the cloud. Complete Change
Awareness capabilities should be developed to protect extremely dynamic hybrid cloud
environments from stability, compliance and security risks triggered by changes.
Cloud providers and technology vendors started considering the risks introduced by
misconfigurations and dynamic changes. However, their best practices and tools still
focus on dependency mapping, deployment automation, basic change monitoring and
compliance policies. They do not provide effective visibility and controls required to plan
and protect hybrid cloud environments.
Automated end-to-end controls and analytics focusing on actual, granular
changes are critical to effectively plan the cloud migration process, avoid or rapidly
resolve errors during migration, and maintain stability, compliance and security across
the complex enterprise mix of “greenfield”, “brownfield” and legacy environments and
processes.
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Cloud Migration & Operation – Rapidly & Safely
Mitigate Stability, Security & Compliance Risks
Knowledge of in-depth environment configurations and
actual changes is critical for effective planning and
execution of cloud migration and further cloud
operation. Evolven automatically collects this
information across end-to-end enterprise cloud
environments, analyzing and prioritizing the details to
make them actionable. Patented Evolven capabilities
include:

Accelerate in the Cloud
with Confidence
✔

Detection of detailed configuration and
actual granular changes across the entire
hybrid cloud from data centers to private and
public clouds, from application down to the
infrastructure.

✔

Integration with existing enterprise cloud
processes and tools to provide a cohesive
picture of the cloud operational awareness from
planned change activities, to resulting actual
changes and their impact.

✔

Correlation of detected actual changes with
performance and availability issues to guide
operators to a true root cause of these issues,
which most frequently is some kind of change.

✔

Patented analytics engine based on machine
learning that calculates the risk of each
actual granular change and estimates the
probability of changes to cause any stability,
compliance or security issues. Evolven analyzes
both changes over time and differences across
environments.

KEY BENEFITS
Proactively address common
challenges & pitfalls of the
cloud migration process.
Reduce stability, security &
compliance risks introduced
by application, platform &
process changes while
accelerating the cloud
migration process.
Increase efficiency of the
migration process through
access to extensive
configuration information
essential for migration
planning and execution.
Drive adoption of the new
technology and processes by
sharing a single pane of glass
into the entire enterprise cloud
configuration.
Introduce controls in a
dynamic, automated
environment without any
overhead or impact on the
speed of agile processes.
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Sample Cloud Control Dashboard
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